
X3D Validator
The X3D Validator performs comprehensive Quality Assurance (QA)

testing to ensure the validity of X3D3 and X3D4 graphics models.

 Choose a local .x3d model file

Browse… No file selected.

Enter an online .x3d model url

Hello World .x3d

Validate

Local file X3D model file name: Filters.x3d (length: 6980 bytes)
--------- Commence validation checks for Filters.x3d ---------
Total file length: 6981 bytes
X3D file length: 6981 bytes

1. Performing XML well-formed check...
XML well-formed check: pass.

2. Performing DOCTYPE reference check...
found HTML page wrapping X3D model in original file: false
[X3dDoctypeChecker] success: valid XML declaration found.
[X3dDoctypeChecker] success: final X3D 4.0 DOCTYPE found.
DOCTYPE reference check: pass.

3. Performing X3D DTD validation check (X3D DTD documentation) ...
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
Attribute "emmisiveColor" must be declared for element type "Material".
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
Attribute value "audio_emit" of type ID must be unique within the document.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
Attribute "emmisiveColor" must be declared for element type "Material".
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
Attribute value "audio_emit" of type ID must be unique within the document.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
Attribute "emmisiveColor" must be declared for element type "Material".
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
Element type "ListenerPoint" must be declared.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
Attribute "id" must be declared for element type "SpatialSound".
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
Attribute "id" must be declared for element type "SpatialSound".
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
Attribute "id" must be declared for element type "SpatialSound".
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
The content of element type "Scene" must match
"(MetadataBoolean|MetadataDouble|MetadataFloat|MetadataInteger|MetadataSet|MetadataString|ProtoInstance|GeoPositionInterpolator|GeoTouchSensor|GeoProximitySensor|HAnimDisplacer|NurbsPositionInterpolator|NurbsOrientationInterpolator|NurbsSurfaceInterpolator|BooleanFilter|BooleanSequencer|BooleanToggle|BooleanTrigger|IntegerSequencer|IntegerTrigger|TimeTrigger|ColorInterpolator|CoordinateInterpolator|CoordinateInterpolator2D|CylinderSensor|KeySensor|LoadSensor|LocalFog|NormalInterpolator|OrientationInterpolator|PlaneSensor|PositionInterpolator|PositionIn
Error(s) detected during this validation test.
X3D DTD validation check: fail.

4. Performing X3D schema validation check (X3D schema documentation) ...
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-complex-type.3.2.2: Attribute 'emmisiveColor' is not allowed to appear in element 'Material'.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-id.2: There are multiple occurrences of ID value 'audio_emit'.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-attribute.3: The value 'audio_emit' of attribute 'DEF' on element 'Appearance' is not valid with respect to its type, 'ID'.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-complex-type.3.2.2: Attribute 'emmisiveColor' is not allowed to appear in element 'Material'.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-id.2: There are multiple occurrences of ID value 'audio_emit'.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-attribute.3: The value 'audio_emit' of attribute 'DEF' on element 'Appearance' is not valid with respect to its type, 'ID'.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-complex-type.3.2.2: Attribute 'emmisiveColor' is not allowed to appear in element 'Material'.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-complex-type.2.4.a: Invalid content was found starting with element 'ListenerPoint'. One of '{MetadataBoolean, MetadataDouble, MetadataFloat, MetadataInteger, MetadataSet, MetadataString, Background, ColorInterpolator, CoordinateInterpolator, DirectionalLight, Group, NavigationInfo, NormalInterpolator, OrientationInterpolator, PositionInterpolator, ScalarInterpolator, Shape, TimeSensor, Transform, Viewpoint, WorldInfo, Anchor, BooleanFilter, BooleanSequencer, BooleanToggle, BooleanTrigger, CylinderSensor, Inline, IntegerSequencer,
IntegerTrigger, KeySensor, PlaneSensor, PointLight, ProximitySensor, SphereSensor, SpotLight, StringSensor, Switch, TimeTrigger, TouchSensor, AudioClip, Billboard, Collision, Fog, LoadSensor, LocalFog, LOD, Script, Sound, VisibilitySensor, CoordinateInterpolator2D, PositionInterpolator2D, ClipPlane, EaseInEaseOut, EnvironmentLight, LinePickSensor, PickableGroup, PointPickSensor, PrimitivePickSensor, VolumePickSensor, SplinePositionInterpolator, SplinePositionInterpolator2D, SplineScalarInterpolator, SquadOrientationInterpolator,
StaticGroup, TextureProjector, TextureProjectorParallel, CADAssembly, CADLayer, CADPart, OrthoViewpoint, ViewpointGroup, ColorChaser, ColorDamper, CoordinateChaser, CoordinateDamper, OrientationChaser, OrientationDamper, PositionChaser, PositionChaser2D, PositionDamper, PositionDamper2D, ScalarChaser, ScalarDamper, TexCoordChaser2D, TexCoordDamper2D, TextureBackground, CollidableShape, CollisionSensor, RigidBodyCollection, ParticleSystem, TransformSensor, IsoSurfaceVolumeData, SegmentedVolumeData,
VolumeData, Analyser, AudioDestination, BiquadFilter, BufferAudioSource, ChannelMerger, ChannelSelector, ChannelSplitter, Convolver, Delay, DynamicsCompressor, Gain, ListenerPointSource, MicrophoneSource, OscillatorSource, SpatialSound, StreamAudioDestination, StreamAudioSource, WaveShaper, EspduTransform, ReceiverPdu, SignalPdu, TransmitterPdu, DISEntityManager, GeoLocation, GeoLOD, GeoMetadata, GeoPositionInterpolator, GeoProximitySensor, GeoTouchSensor, GeoViewpoint, GeoTransform, HAnimHumanoid,
HAnimJoint, HAnimSegment, HAnimSite, HAnimMotion, NurbsOrientationInterpolator, NurbsPositionInterpolator, NurbsSurfaceInterpolator, NurbsSet, ProtoInstance, ROUTE, ExternProtoDeclare, ProtoDeclare, IMPORT, EXPORT, LayerSet}' is expected.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-maxInclusive-valid: Value '360' is not facet-valid with respect to maxInclusive '6.2832E0' for type '#AnonType_coneInnerAngleSpatialSound'.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-attribute.3: The value '360' of attribute 'coneInnerAngle' on element 'SpatialSound' is not valid with respect to its type, '#AnonType_coneInnerAngleSpatialSound'.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-maxInclusive-valid: Value '360' is not facet-valid with respect to maxInclusive '6.2832E0' for type '#AnonType_coneOuterAngleSpatialSound'.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-attribute.3: The value '360' of attribute 'coneOuterAngle' on element 'SpatialSound' is not valid with respect to its type, '#AnonType_coneOuterAngleSpatialSound'.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-maxInclusive-valid: Value '360' is not facet-valid with respect to maxInclusive '6.2832E0' for type '#AnonType_coneInnerAngleSpatialSound'.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-attribute.3: The value '360' of attribute 'coneInnerAngle' on element 'SpatialSound' is not valid with respect to its type, '#AnonType_coneInnerAngleSpatialSound'.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-maxInclusive-valid: Value '360' is not facet-valid with respect to maxInclusive '6.2832E0' for type '#AnonType_coneOuterAngleSpatialSound'.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-attribute.3: The value '360' of attribute 'coneOuterAngle' on element 'SpatialSound' is not valid with respect to its type, '#AnonType_coneOuterAngleSpatialSound'.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-maxInclusive-valid: Value '360' is not facet-valid with respect to maxInclusive '6.2832E0' for type '#AnonType_coneInnerAngleSpatialSound'.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-attribute.3: The value '360' of attribute 'coneInnerAngle' on element 'SpatialSound' is not valid with respect to its type, '#AnonType_coneInnerAngleSpatialSound'.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-maxInclusive-valid: Value '360' is not facet-valid with respect to maxInclusive '6.2832E0' for type '#AnonType_coneOuterAngleSpatialSound'.
Error type: Error
SAXParseException:
cvc-attribute.3: The value '360' of attribute 'coneOuterAngle' on element 'SpatialSound' is not valid with respect to its type, '#AnonType_coneOuterAngleSpatialSound'.
Error(s) detected during this validation test.
X3D schema validation check: fail.

5. Performing X3dToX3dvClassicVrml.xslt X3dToVrml97.xslt conversion check (Quality Assurance (QA) overview) ...
X3dToX3dvClassicVrml.xslt X3dToVrml97.xslt conversion check: pass.

6. Performing integer/float data-patterns check...
as part of X3D Regular Expressions (regexes)
integer/float data-patterns check: pass.

7. Performing X3D Schematron check...
X3D version 4.0 is approved by Web3D Consortium and focused on interoperabiliity with HTML, glTF Physically Based Rendering (PBR) and Web Audio API, undergoing review by ISO national bodies in 2021. [/X3D, diagnostic]
<meta name='info' content='This work presents an innovative solution of the spatial sound in X3DOM framework, that based on a combinational methodology. Specifically, we suggested the enrichment of X3DOM with spatial sound features, using both the X3D sound nodes and the structure of Web Audio API.'/> [/X3D/head/meta[3], diagnostic]
<meta name='TODO' content='credit for audio files'/> [/X3D/head/meta[8], diagnostic]
<Viewpoint DEF=''/> is missing description which is important for accessibility and usability. Example: description='initial view, rotate to examine object' [/X3D/Scene/Viewpoint, warning]
<Appearance DEF='audio_emit'/> has duplicated DEF name appearing elsewhere in the scene [/X3D/Scene/Transform[1]/Shape/Appearance, error]
<Appearance DEF='audio_emit'/> has duplicated DEF name appearing elsewhere in the scene [/X3D/Scene/Transform[2]/Shape/Appearance, error]
<Appearance DEF='audio_emit'/> has duplicated DEF name appearing elsewhere in the scene [/X3D/Scene/Transform[3]/Shape/Appearance, error]
<Transform DEF='AnimData'/> element has no child node [/X3D/Scene/Transform[4], warning]
<Transform DEF='AnimDataBoxH'/> element has no child node [/X3D/Scene/Transform[5], warning]
<Transform DEF='AnimDataBoxM'/> element has no child node [/X3D/Scene/Transform[6], warning]
<Transform DEF='AnimDataBoxL'/> element has no child node [/X3D/Scene/Transform[7], warning]
<Transform DEF='AnimDataBoxMM'/> element has no child node [/X3D/Scene/Transform[8], warning]
<Transform DEF='AnimDataBoxLM'/> element has no child node [/X3D/Scene/Transform[9], warning]
<ListenerPoint id='ListenerPoint'/> node name has unrecognized spelling that fails X3D DTD/Schema validation, or else may be an embedded HTML element... [/X3D/Scene/ListenerPoint, error]
<SpatialSound USE='Audio1'/> USE elements cannot have any child nodes [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[1], error]
<SpatialSound USE='Audio1'> <Gain/> </SpatialSound> USE node must not contain any child nodes [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[1], error]
<SpatialSound USE='Audio1'/> node type must match node type of original <Transform DEF='Audio1'/> [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[1], error]
<AudioClip DEF=''/> url array address(es) missing online http/https references (url='sound/techno_beat.mp3') [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[1]/Gain/Analyser/BiquadFilter/AudioClip, info]
<AudioClip DEF=''/> url string array elements need to begin and end with "quote marks". Corrected example: <AudioClip DEF='' url='"sound/techno_beat.mp3"'/> [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[1]/Gain/Analyser/BiquadFilter/AudioClip, error]
<AudioClip DEF=''/> is missing description which is important for accessibility and usability. Example: description='AudioClip sound of ___ is playing...' [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[1]/Gain/Analyser/BiquadFilter/AudioClip, warning]
<AudioClip DEF=''/> has parent BiquadFilter node, must be contained by Sound or LoadSensor node (or else within field declaration or fieldValue initialization) [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[1]/Gain/Analyser/BiquadFilter/AudioClip, error]
<AudioClip DEF=''/> url array does not contains link to .wav or .midi sound files, browsers not required to support other formats (url='sound/techno_beat.mp3') [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[1]/Gain/Analyser/BiquadFilter/AudioClip, warning]
<SpatialSound USE='Audio2'/> USE elements cannot have any child nodes [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[2], error]
<SpatialSound USE='Audio2'> <Gain/> </SpatialSound> USE node must not contain any child nodes [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[2], error]
<SpatialSound USE='Audio2'/> node type must match node type of original <Transform DEF='Audio2'/> [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[2], error]
<AudioClip DEF=''/> url array address(es) missing online http/https references (url='sound/beat.mp3') [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[2]/Gain/Analyser/BiquadFilter/AudioClip, info]
<AudioClip DEF=''/> url string array elements need to begin and end with "quote marks". Corrected example: <AudioClip DEF='' url='"sound/beat.mp3"'/> [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[2]/Gain/Analyser/BiquadFilter/AudioClip, error]
<AudioClip DEF=''/> is missing description which is important for accessibility and usability. Example: description='AudioClip sound of ___ is playing...' [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[2]/Gain/Analyser/BiquadFilter/AudioClip, warning]
<AudioClip DEF=''/> has parent BiquadFilter node, must be contained by Sound or LoadSensor node (or else within field declaration or fieldValue initialization) [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[2]/Gain/Analyser/BiquadFilter/AudioClip, error]
<AudioClip DEF=''/> url array does not contains link to .wav or .midi sound files, browsers not required to support other formats (url='sound/beat.mp3') [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[2]/Gain/Analyser/BiquadFilter/AudioClip, warning]
<SpatialSound USE='Audio3'/> USE elements cannot have any child nodes [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[3], error]
<SpatialSound USE='Audio3'> <Gain/> </SpatialSound> USE node must not contain any child nodes [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[3], error]
<SpatialSound USE='Audio3'/> node type must match node type of original <Transform DEF='Audio3'/> [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[3], error]
<AudioClip DEF=''/> url array address(es) missing online http/https references (url='sound/wobble_loop.mp3') [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[3]/Gain/Analyser/BiquadFilter/AudioClip, info]
<AudioClip DEF=''/> url string array elements need to begin and end with "quote marks". Corrected example: <AudioClip DEF='' url='"sound/wobble_loop.mp3"'/> [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[3]/Gain/Analyser/BiquadFilter/AudioClip, error]
<AudioClip DEF=''/> is missing description which is important for accessibility and usability. Example: description='AudioClip sound of ___ is playing...' [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[3]/Gain/Analyser/BiquadFilter/AudioClip, warning]
<AudioClip DEF=''/> has parent BiquadFilter node, must be contained by Sound or LoadSensor node (or else within field declaration or fieldValue initialization) [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[3]/Gain/Analyser/BiquadFilter/AudioClip, error]
<AudioClip DEF=''/> url array does not contains link to .wav or .midi sound files, browsers not required to support other formats (url='sound/wobble_loop.mp3') [/X3D/Scene/AudioDestination/DynamicsCompressor/Gain/SpatialSound[3]/Gain/Analyser/BiquadFilter/AudioClip, warning]
Error(s) detected during this validation test.
X3D Schematron check: fail.
Good practice is to fix errors and warnings wherever possible, and consider silencing harmless informational messages, so that important indicators remain noticeable.

8. Performing X3D Tidy check (X3D Tidy Scene Cleanup, Corrections and Modifications) ...
*** prepend <WorldInfo title='Filters.x3d'/>
*** fix Material: change attribute name emmisiveColor to emissiveColor
*** fix Material: change attribute name emmisiveColor to emissiveColor
*** fix Material: change attribute name emmisiveColor to emissiveColor
*** Transform has overloaded attribute (HTML only) id='AnimDataBoxH' when (X3D only) DEF='AnimDataBoxH' already, id attribute omitted
*** Transform has overloaded attribute (HTML only) id='AnimDataBoxM' when (X3D only) DEF='AnimDataBoxM' already, id attribute omitted
*** Transform has overloaded attribute (HTML only) id='AnimDataBoxL' when (X3D only) DEF='AnimDataBoxL' already, id attribute omitted
*** corrected element naming ListenerPoint/> element naming mismatch, correct CamelCase naming is ListenerPointSource
*** corrected element naming AudioDestination/> element naming mismatch, correct CamelCase naming is StreamAudioDestination
*** SpatialSound USE='Audio1' containerField='children' has disallowed attribute coneInnerAngle='360', now omitted
*** SpatialSound USE='Audio1' containerField='children' has disallowed attribute coneOuterAngle='360', now omitted
*** SpatialSound USE='Audio1' containerField='children' has disallowed attribute enableHRTF='true', now omitted
*** SpatialSound USE='Audio1' also has id='SpatialSound1' references a DEF node, thus disallowed attribute id='SpatialSound1' is now omitted
*** <AudioClip DEF=''> append online address
original url='sound/techno_beat.mp3'
revision url='"sound/techno_beat.mp3" "https://x3dgraphics.com/examples/X3dForAdvancedModeling/AudioSpatialSound/sound/techno_beat.mp3"'
*** SpatialSound USE='Audio2' containerField='children' has disallowed attribute coneInnerAngle='360', now omitted
*** SpatialSound USE='Audio2' containerField='children' has disallowed attribute coneOuterAngle='360', now omitted
*** SpatialSound USE='Audio2' containerField='children' has disallowed attribute enableHRTF='true', now omitted
*** SpatialSound USE='Audio2' also has id='SpatialSound2' references a DEF node, thus disallowed attribute id='SpatialSound2' is now omitted
*** <AudioClip DEF=''> append online address
original url='sound/beat.mp3'
revision url='"sound/beat.mp3" "https://x3dgraphics.com/examples/X3dForAdvancedModeling/AudioSpatialSound/sound/beat.mp3"'
*** SpatialSound USE='Audio3' containerField='children' has disallowed attribute coneInnerAngle='360', now omitted
*** SpatialSound USE='Audio3' containerField='children' has disallowed attribute coneOuterAngle='360', now omitted
*** SpatialSound USE='Audio3' containerField='children' has disallowed attribute enableHRTF='true', now omitted
*** SpatialSound USE='Audio3' also has id='SpatialSound3' references a DEF node, thus disallowed attribute id='SpatialSound3' is now omitted
*** <AudioClip DEF=''> append online address
original url='sound/wobble_loop.mp3'
revision url='"sound/wobble_loop.mp3" "https://x3dgraphics.com/examples/X3dForAdvancedModeling/AudioSpatialSound/sound/wobble_loop.mp3"'
X3D Tidy check: pass.

9. Performing X3D to XHTML pretty-print listing check (Quality Assurance (QA) overview) ...
Conversion complete, documentation appears below.

Authoring hints: Select url links to check the availability of online addresses. Comments are inserted with local links to document ROUTE connections. Node tooltips are also provided.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE X3D PUBLIC "ISO//Web3D//DTD X3D 4.0//EN" "https://www.web3d.org/specifications/x3d-4.0.dtd">

<X3D profile='Full' version='4.0' xmlns:xsd='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance' xsd:noNamespaceSchemaLocation =' https://www.web3d.org/specifications/x3d-4.0.xsd '>
<head>

<meta name='title' content='Filters.x3d'/>
<meta name='description' content='This X3D scene involves three sound sources. Each of them is visualized by a 3D object (in our case is a sphere) that depicts the sound effects. Specifically, we have added filters through of them we are able to manage the different sound effects in an impressive way. Filters can be composed of a number of attributes, frequency, detune, gain and the quality factor which also known as Q. Furthermore, the filters are classified in some specific types, depending on the sound effects that produce. In detail, there is
the Low-pass filter which can create more muffled sound. Another one is the High-pass filter, which is used to generate tinny sound. Equally important is the Band-pass filter, which cuts off low and high frequencies and passes through only these within a certain range. On the contrary, the Notch filter has exactly the opposite operation of the Band-pass filter. Then is the Low-shelf filter, its role is to change the amount of bass in a sound, as a result the frequencies that are lower than the current frequency get a boost, while them that are over it
remain unchanged. Next, the High-shelf filter is responsible for the quantity of treble in a sound. Moreover, Peaking filter is used in order to handle the amount of midrange in a sound. Lastly, there is the All-pass filter, whose role is to introduce phaser effects.'/>
<meta name='info' content='This work presents an innovative solution of the spatial sound in X3DOM framework, that based on a combinational methodology. Specifically, we suggested the enrichment of X3DOM with spatial sound features, using both the X3D sound nodes and the structure of Web Audio API.'/>
<meta name='creator' content='Efi Lakka, Athanasios Malamos, Dick Puk, Don Brutzman'/>
<meta name='created' content='28 October 2020'/>
<meta name='modified' content='4 August 2021'/>
<meta name='reference' content='CHANGELOG.txt'/>
<meta name='TODO' content='credit for audio files'/>
<meta name='reference' content=' https://www.medialab.hmu.gr/minipages/x3domAudio '/>
<meta name='identifier' content=' https://x3dgraphics.com/examples/X3dForAdvancedModeling/AudioSpatialSound/Filters.x3d '/>
<meta name='generator' content='X3D-Edit 4.0, https://savage.nps.edu/X3D-Edit'/>
<meta name='license' content='../license.html'/>

</head>
<!--

Index for DEF nodes : AnimData, AnimDataBoxH, AnimDataBoxL, AnimDataBoxLM, AnimDataBoxM, AnimDataBoxMM, audio_emit, audio_emit, audio_emit, Audio1, Audio2, Audio3, floor

-->
<Scene>

<NavigationInfo id='NAV'/>
<Background skyColor='0.200 0.200 0.200'/>
<Viewpoint orientation='1 0 0 -0.5' position='0.0 500.0 600.0' retainUserOffsets='true'/>
<Transform DEF='Audio1' translation='-200 50 0'>

<Shape>
<Appearance DEF='audio_emit' alphaMode='AUTO' alphaCutoff='0.5'>

<Material diffuseColor='0.1 0.1 0.1' emmisiveColor='0.8 0.8 0.8' specularColor='0.01 0.01 0.01'/>
</Appearance>
<Sphere radius='30'/>

</Shape>
</Transform>
<Transform DEF='Audio2' translation='0 50 0'>

<Shape>
<Appearance DEF='audio_emit' alphaMode='AUTO' alphaCutoff='0.5'>

<Material diffuseColor='0.1 0.1 0.1' emmisiveColor='0.8 0.8 0.8' specularColor='0.01 0.01 0.01'/>
</Appearance>
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<Sphere radius='30'/>
</Shape>

</Transform>
<Transform DEF='Audio3' translation='200 50 0'>

<Shape>
<Appearance DEF='audio_emit' alphaMode='AUTO' alphaCutoff='0.5'>

<Material diffuseColor='0.1 0.1 0.1' emmisiveColor='0.8 0.8 0.8' specularColor='0.01 0.01 0.01'/>
</Appearance>
<Sphere radius='30'/>

</Shape>
</Transform>
<Transform DEF='AnimData' id='AnimDataPoint' translation='0 50 0'/>
<Transform DEF='AnimDataBoxH' id='AnimDataBoxH' translation='0 100 0'/>
<Transform DEF='AnimDataBoxM' id='AnimDataBoxM' translation='15 100 0'/>
<Transform DEF='AnimDataBoxL' id='AnimDataBoxL' translation='30 100 0'/>
<Transform DEF='AnimDataBoxMM' id='AnimDataBoxMMirror' translation='-15 100 0'/>
<Transform DEF='AnimDataBoxLM' id='AnimDataBoxLMirror' translation='-30 100 0'/>
<Transform>

<Shape>
<Appearance DEF='floor' alphaMode='AUTO' alphaCutoff='0.5'>

<Material diffuseColor='0.1 0.1 0.1' shininess='0.8' specularColor='0.5 0.6 0.7'/>
</Appearance>
<Cylinder radius='500'/>

</Shape>
</Transform>
<ListenerPoint id='ListenerPoint' trackCurrentView='true'/>
<AudioDestination id='AudioDestination' enabled='true' containerField='children'>

<DynamicsCompressor id='DynamicsCompressor' enabled='true' containerField='children'>
<Gain id='Gain4' enabled='true' containerField='children'>

<SpatialSound USE='Audio1' containerField='children'>
<Gain id='Gain1' enabled='true' containerField='children'>

<Analyser id='Analyser1' enabled='true' containerField='children'>
<BiquadFilter detune='50.0' frequency='600' id='BiquadFilter1' qualityFactor='30.0' type='allpass' enabled='true' containerField='children'>

<AudioClip id='AudioClip1' loop='true' pauseTime='-1' resumeTime='-1' stopTime='-1' autoRefresh='0' autoRefreshTimeLimit='3600' enabled='true'
url=' sound/techno_beat.mp3 '/>

</BiquadFilter>
</Analyser>

</Gain>
</SpatialSound>
<SpatialSound USE='Audio2' containerField='children'>

<Gain id='Gain2' enabled='true' containerField='children'>
<Analyser id='Analyser2' enabled='true' containerField='children'>

<BiquadFilter detune='15.0' frequency='600' id='BiquadFilter2' qualityFactor='15.0' type='allpass' enabled='true' containerField='children'>
<AudioClip id='AudioClip2' loop='true' pauseTime='-1' resumeTime='-1' stopTime='-1' autoRefresh='0' autoRefreshTimeLimit='3600' enabled='true'
url=' sound/beat.mp3 '/>

</BiquadFilter>
</Analyser>

</Gain>
</SpatialSound>
<SpatialSound USE='Audio3' containerField='children'>

<Gain id='Gain3' enabled='true' containerField='children'>
<Analyser id='Analyser3' enabled='true' containerField='children'>

<BiquadFilter frequency='1000' id='BiquadFilter3' qualityFactor='0' type='allpass' enabled='true' containerField='children'>
<AudioClip id='AudioClip3' loop='true' pauseTime='-1' resumeTime='-1' stopTime='-1' autoRefresh='0' autoRefreshTimeLimit='3600' enabled='true'
url=' sound/wobble_loop.mp3 '/>

</BiquadFilter>
</Analyser>

</Gain>
</SpatialSound>

</Gain>
</DynamicsCompressor>

</AudioDestination>
</Scene>

</X3D>
<!--

Index for DEF nodes : AnimData, AnimDataBoxH, AnimDataBoxL, AnimDataBoxLM, AnimDataBoxM, AnimDataBoxMM, audio_emit, audio_emit, audio_emit, Audio1, Audio2, Audio3, floor

-->

<!-- Color key: <X3dNode DEF='idName' field='value'/> matches <XmlElement DEF='idName' attribute='value'/>
(Light blue background: behavior node) (Grey background: inserted documentation) (Magenta background: X3D Extensibility)

-->

<!-- For additional help information about X3D scenes, please see X3D Tooltips, X3D Resources and X3D Scene Authoring Hints. -->

X3D to XHTML pretty-print listing check: pass.

--------- Validation checks complete for Filters.x3d ---------

The Authoring Support section of the X3D Resources page lists numerous additional resources for authoring X3D.

Help with X3D Models

Here are resources that can help troubleshoot problems with X3D scenes.

• X3D Tooltips provide authoring hints for each node and field found in X3D Architecture Specification.
• X3D Resources: Authoring Support provides links to the X3D Specification, Schema & DTD documentation, and other assets.
• X3D Scene Authoring Hints provides author guidance for producing X3D scenes.
• x3d-public@web3d.org open mailing list (subscribe) (archive) is a good place to discuss X3D authoring and scene improvement.

X3D Validator Status

• The X3D Validator is maintained online at https://savage.nps.edu/X3dValidator
• The Quality Assurance (QA) section of the X3D Resources page provides further information about these validation tests.
• The same functionality is available locally on your desktop by using the checkmark button in the X3D-Edit authoring tool.
• X3D Validator analysis of a given scene can be invoked via url, for example:
https://savage.nps.edu/X3dValidator?url=https://X3dGraphics.com/examples/X3dForWebAuthors/Chapter02-GeometryPrimitives/Box.x3d

Security note: currently no scenes or errors are saved by the server. Future versions may support submitting error reports of general interest.

Development Details

• This tool implements full validation of X3D version 4 (X3D4) requirements.
• This open-source project is developed and deployed using Ant, Java OpenJDK, Netbeans, Saxon and Tomcat.
• Savage Developers Guide provides tool configuration information (including Tomcat hints).
• This codebase is published under an open-source license (.txt), available on SourceForge, and undergoing continued development.
• Deployment using Netbeans: first run target all.get to obtain additional code, then all.run the project to compile and launch locally. Then run target all.deploy to publish (requires server-side permissions).

Contact

• Questions, suggestions and comments about these resources are welcome. Please send them to Don Brutzman (brutzman at nps.edu)
• If you find this service useful, please consider providing a testimonial comment for our Web3D Consortium news announcement.
• Updated: 17 October 2021 (revision log)

Official disclaimer: "Material contained herein is made available for the purpose of peer review and discussion and does not necessarily reflect the views of the Department of the Navy or the Department of Defense."
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